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Bubbleball : Inside the NBABubbleball : Inside the NBA's Fight's Fight
to Sato Savve a Seasone a Season
by Ben Golliver
A captivating account of the NBA's
strangest season ever, from shutdown to
championship, from a prominent national
basketball writer living inside the bubble

Killing the Mob : The Fight AgainstKilling the Mob : The Fight Against
Organized Crime in AmericaOrganized Crime in America
by Bill O'Reilly
The authors, in the 10th book in a
multimillion-selling Killing series, take on
the Mob, tracing the brutal history of 20th
Century organized crime in the U.S., turning
the most legendary criminal and their true-
life escapades into a riveting crime novel.

My Remarkable JourneMy Remarkable Journeyy
by Katherine Johnson
In this extraordinary memoir, the woman at
the heart of the smash New York Times
best-seller and Oscar-winning film Hidden
Figures shares her personal journey from
child prodigy in the Allegheny Mountains of
West Virginia to NASA human computer.

The PremonitionThe Premonition
by Michael Lewis
The #1 best-selling author's nonfiction
narrative pits a band of medical visionaries
against the wall of ignorance that was the
official response of the Trump
administration to the outbreak of
COVID-19.

FFreedomreedom
by Sebastian Junger
Intricately crafted and thought-provoking,
the author, ruminating on the concept of
freedom, shares his journey walking the
railroad lines of the east coast with three
friends as an experiment in personal
autonomy, but also in interdependence.

PPersistersist
by Elizabeth Warren
A former candidate for president, in a
deeply personal book and a powerful call to
action, writes about six perspectives that
have influenced her life and advocacy,
inspiring us to believe that if we’re willing to
fight for it, profound change is within our
reach.

Lincoln in Private : What His MostLincoln in Private : What His Most
PPersonal Reflections Tersonal Reflections Tell Us Aboutell Us About
Our Greatest PresidentOur Greatest President
by Ronald C. White
The New York Times best-selling author of
A. Lincoln and American Ulysses and
renowned Lincoln historian walks us
through 12 of Lincoln’s most private notes,
showcasing his brilliance, empathy, very

human anxieties and ambitions

Dad, How Do I? : PrDad, How Do I? : Practicalactical
"Dadvice"Dadvice" for Ev" for Everyerydaday Ty Tasks andasks and
Successful LivingSuccessful Living
by Rob Kenney
From the host of the YouTube channel that
went viral--Dad, How Do I?--comes a book
that's part memoir/part inspiration/part
DIY.

Facing the Mountain : A TFacing the Mountain : A Truerue
Story of Japanese AmericanStory of Japanese American
Heroes in WHeroes in World World War IIar II
by Daniel James Brown
New York Times best-selling author of The
Boys in the Boat chronicles the special
Japanese-American Army unit that
overcame brutal odds in Europe.

On JuneteenthOn Juneteenth
by Annette Gordon-Reed
The descendant of enslaved people brought
to Texas in the 1850s recounts the origins
of Juneteenth and explores the legacies of
the holiday that remain with us.
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My Name Is Selma : The Remarkable Memoir of a Jewish Resistance Fighter and RaMy Name Is Selma : The Remarkable Memoir of a Jewish Resistance Fighter and Ravvensbrückensbrück
SurvivSurvivoror
by Selma Van De Perre
A harrowing memoir from "one of the few remaining Dutch Jewish survivors" of World War II. With captivating and
heartbreaking detail, van de Perre (b. 1922) shares her memories of the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, offering "a
testament to our fight against inhumanity."

No One Succeeds Alone : LNo One Succeeds Alone : Lessons Fessons From My Mom, My Mentors, and My Search for Belonging inrom My Mom, My Mentors, and My Search for Belonging in
Business and in LifeBusiness and in Life
by Robert Reffkin
The inspirational story of Compass CEO Robert Reffkin—whose mother, mentors, and search for belonging taught him
valuable lessons that anyone with a dream can put into action today to improve their own quality of life.

PPersistersist
by Elizabeth Warren
A former candidate for president, in a deeply personal book and a powerful call to action, writes about six perspectives
that have influenced her life and advocacy, inspiring us to believe that if we’re willing to fight for it, profound change is
within our reach.

WWar on the Border : Villa, Par on the Border : Villa, Pershing, the Tershing, the Teexas Rangers, and an American Inxas Rangers, and an American Invasionvasion
by Jeff Guinn
A riveting account of the “Punitive Expedition” of 1916 between Pancho Villa and Gen. John J. Pershing and how this
violent conflict still reverberates in the Southwestern U.S. to this day as the US-Mexico border remains as vexed and
volatile as ever.

The Windsor Diaries, 1940-45 : My Childhood with the Princesses Elizabeth and MargaretThe Windsor Diaries, 1940-45 : My Childhood with the Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret
by Alathea Fitzalan Howard
The never-before-published diaries of Alathea Fitzalan Howard—who spent her teenaged years living out World War II in
Windsor Great Park with her close friends Princess Margaret and Princess Elizabeth, the future queen of the United
Kingdom—provide an extraordinary and intimate look at the British Royal Family.

The Double Life of Bob Dylan : A Restless, Hungry FThe Double Life of Bob Dylan : A Restless, Hungry Feeling, 1941-1966eeling, 1941-1966
by Clinton Heylin
From the world's leading authority on Bob Dylan comes the definitive biography that promises to transform our
understanding of the man and musician--created with early access to Dylan's never-before-studied archives.

BrBrat : An '80s Storyat : An '80s Story
by Andrew McCarthy
An emotionally honest memoir by an actor, director, and author who found his start as an 80s Brat pack member.
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